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Access PROJecT 8: Creating Forms and Using Them 
to Enter and Edit Records

Objectives Practiced

 Create a simple form.

 Create a form using the Form Wizard.

 Enter and edit records using a form.

Three new instructors have been hired at the Recreational Aquatic Center, and Tad wants to  
create a form to add their information to the database. He also wants to create a form for the 
other tables in the database to simplify the process of entering and editing records.

 1. Open Aquatic Center 2.accdb from the folder containing your data files and enable the content 

of the database.

 2. Create a simple form based on the Instructors table, and save it as Instructors Form.

 3. Use the Instructors Form to add the following records:

  Instructor ID First Name Last Name CPR Certified?

  5990 Peter Waxman Do not click the check box (indicating no, the   

    instructor is not certified) 

  3663 Hanying Feng Do not click the check box (indicating no, the   

    instructor is not certified) 

  7284 samantha smith Click the check box (indicating yes, the  

    instructor is certified)

 4. Save and close the Instructors Form.

 5. Use the Form Wizard to create a form based on the Classes table that includes the Class  

Name, Ages, and Purpose fields. Give the form a Columnar layout, with Flow style, and title  

it Classes Form.

 6. In Form View, navigate to the last record, and change the Purpose field value to Beginning 

lifeguarding skills.

 7. Save and close the Classes Form. 
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 8. Create a simple form based on the Sessions table, and use the form to view each record. 

 9. Save the form as Sessions Form and close it. 

 10. Save and close the database and exit Access.
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